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Cut space, increase production and stay safe with a machine that does two essential tasks in a 
woodworking shop: cutting and routing. Invest in a saw and router combination machine. Easily 
interchangeable in under a minute,this machine allows for cutting and routing in a horizontal or 
vertical position.  

Routing capabilities include making plow and cross dados as well as rabbet’s. Routing features 
include a floating router head allowing the router to plunge into, and raise out of the panel at any 
time. Additionally routing accessories include four clamps, and blind dado stops. 

The SR5 is equipped with a 3.25 horsepower saw and a 1.75 horsepower router while the SR5U features 
a 3 horsepower, worm drive saw and a 3+ horsepower 
router motor, and aluminum material rollers for higher 
production routing and cutting. 

Both machines feature a MID-WAY® Fence, MID-WAY 
Fence Flip Stop, and material clamps for processing 
material at waist level in the price of the machine.

SAW & ROUTER COMBINATION MACHINES
FOR CUTTING & ROUTINGFOR CUTTING & ROUTING
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Interchangeable Saw and 
Router. Changing them 
takes less than a minute 

Heavily- welded steel frame

MID-WAY Fence®

MID-WAY FENCE® flip 
stop

Clamping System (2 
waist level at the MID-
WAY Fence, and two 
at the bottom of the 
frame)

Horizontal and Vertical 
Rulers

QUICK STOP GAUGE® 
with Block
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Our Safety Speed Panel Saw/Router is one 
of the best pieces of equipment we have 
purchased in a long time. It is so easy, and 
safe to use I have my first year students 
using it.

Lee Matthew
Houston, Texas

This photo is shown with a stand, wheels, hold down bar, and a dust kit which are optional accessories

https://safetyspeed.com/product/midway-fences/
https://safetyspeed.com/product/midway-fence-flip-stop/
https://safetyspeed.com/product/midway-fence-flip-stop/
https://safetyspeed.com/product/quick-stop-gauge/
https://safetyspeed.com/product/quick-stop-gauge/

